
VANTAGGI

SURFACES

FEATURES

►NÈVE is a prodigy of chemistry: a neutral foam shampoo with power comparable to 
an alkaline one!  
► NÈVE is a concentrate of highly biodegradable surfactants without any phosphates, 
formulated in such a way as to adhere on the surface for a long time, cleansing it thoroughly, 
softening dirt and road contamination of any kind.
► NÈVE is safe on any surface, even the most delicate trims and metal mouldings.
►Thanks to the significant presence in its formula of chelating agents of calcium carbonates, 
NÈVE is able to maintain high performance even in hard water, decreasing the risk of leaving 
residues in the drying stage.
►NÈVE is safe on applied protection, be it wax, sealants or nanotechnological coatings.
►The refined composition of NÈVE, makes this shampoo safe even if used in sunlight.

DESCRIZIONE

NÈVE is a prodigy of chemistry: a neutral foam shampoo with power comparable to an 
alkaline one! Never before had a neutral pH shampoo been so effective on dirt. NÈVE is a 
concentrate of highly biodegradable surfactants without any phosphates, formulated in such 
a way as to adhere on the surface for a long time, cleansing it thoroughly, removing dirt and 
road contamination of any kind. NÈVE is safe on any surface, even the most delicate trims 
and metal mouldings. 

Thanks to the significant presence in its formula of chelating agents of calcium carbonates, 
NÈVE is able to maintain high performance even in hard water, decreasing the risk of leaving resi-
dues in the drying stage. NÈVE is safe on applied protection, be it wax, sealants or nanote-
chnological coatings. 

The refined composition of NÈVE, makes this shampoo safe even if used in sunlight. NÈVE, 
just like all #Labocosmetica® products, is also developed, formulated and produced in Italy.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

AVAILABLE FORMATS

DILUIZIONIDILUTIONS

ACCESSORIES

Stubborn dirt
on external parts
 

1:5 1:10

Medium dirt
on external parts

1:20

Nebula Pump

Foam Nebula

LAB28 1000ml Bottle 6 95
LAB34 4500ml Jerry Can 4 32

Codice Formato

AVVERTENZESEE THE SAFETY DATA SHEET OR THE LABEL FOR PRO-
DUCT SAFETY INFORMATION.

FOAM PREWASH •NEUTRAL•

NÈVE

Physical state Yellow liquid

pH value at 20°C 7

Density at 20°C 1,03 g/cm3

Solubility in water Fully miscible

Glasses Bodywork and plastics Aluminum and 
chromed inserts

High foam 
power

Safe 
Protection

VDA 
certification

Rims Wheel arches
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